February 8, 2022

I am 100% against gov Lamont’s exec power extending and 100% against extension his Eos. Legislators have refused to do their jobs and instead continue to give Gov Lamont his exec powers for almost 2 years now.

Gov Lamont showed how poor his leadership of our state is during his press conference yesterday. The decision of masking our Children doesn’t belong with mayors and school districts it belongs with parents. Our constitution doesn’t get canceled when there is an emergency and shame on our Gov and legislature for behaving as if it does.

I lost an uncle to Covid in a nursing home in NY and was appalled to find out that Gov Cuomo allowed Covid positive people to be put in the NY Nursing homes and then we find out that our Gov did the same here in CT and is looking to do it again now?!

This one size fits all mask mandate on our children has always been wrong, matter of fact, I’m not going to sugar coat this, forced masking of our children is child abuse PERIOD!

Here’s some Facts like it or not:

- 15 days to flatten curve has become 2yrs of God given rights and freedoms being taken away at the Federal level and local level here in CT, by our President, and by our Gov who is in lock step with Biden.
- We knew from the Spanish Flu that mask don’t work and do more harm than good yet we ignored the science and brought them back with Covid?!!
- Cloth masks do just about nothing, the covid virus is 1000 times smaller than a hair on your head and shame on our Gov, the legislature and DPH officials because while not all CT residents know this, you all do.
- The vaccine doesn’t stop contraction of covid (NEVER DID) nor stop spread of covid....stop calling them break through cases...it’s not a vaccine (I reject CDC’s change of vaccine definition to fit the narrative) it is a shot.
- We are teaching our kids fear, division, discrimination and depression and we know what that can lead to!

As a Christian I am going to end this with a scripture from my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Jesus said in Matthew 18:6:

“But if anyone causes one of these little ones who trust in me to lose faith, it would be better for that person to be thrown into the sea with a large millstone tied around their neck.”

I am looking forward to voting in November!
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